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REASONS FOR DECISION
(delivered 29 May 1989)


This is an appeal against the severity of a sentence of imprisonment imposed by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction at Alice Springs on 20 September 1988. It appears that the appellant was released on bail pending this appeal, after serving an earlier sentence of 3 months imposed on him on 29 August 1988, and has served no part of
the sentence under appeal.



The background - the 1986 sentences


On Jurisdiction
 30 October	1986	the		Court	of	Summary at	Yuendumu		sentenced	the	appellant	on	4
charges period.
 of	unlawfully	using	motor vehicles over a 5 week Two of these offences involved	a	circumstance	of
aggravation	under	Code	s.218(2)(e);	this	increased	the
maximum punishment (on indictment) from 2 years to 7 years. The appellant pleaded guilty to all the charges. He was sentenced to terms of imprisonment aggregating 18 months; for present purposes that sentence must be accepted as a proper sentence.

Pursuant	to	s.5(1)(b)	of (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act "Conditional Release Act"),	the	Court
 the	Criminal Law (herein		called		the directed			that	the
appellant	be	released		after serving 4 months, provided he entered into a bond in	the	sum	of	$250	to	be	of	good
behaviour
 for	2	years.
 The Court also fixed a non-parole
period of 6
 months.	On
 26 February	1987	the	appellant
entered into the bond; he was released 2 days later, having served the 4 months. Pursuant to the bond he was required to be of good behaviour until 25 February 1989.

The 1988 offence - a breach of the condition of the bond


On 29 August 1988 the Court of Summary Jurisdiction at Alice Springs sentenced the appellant for unlawfully using a motor vehicle on 5 August 1988. The particulars of that offence were slightly unusual. The vehicle had been taken by another man from a carpark and driven to the Warlpiri Camp at Alice Springs where the appellant lived. The car was lent to the appellant the next day and, knowing how it had been obtained, he drove it to another camp in Alice Springs where he was arrested. He pleaded guilty and was sentenced to 3 months imprisonment. The learned magistrate had .the prior criminal history of the appellant before him at the time. The commission by the appellant of the offence on 5 August 1988, some 1.7- months .after .he had entered into his 2 year bond, meant that he was thereby in breach of a condition of that bond.




The sentence for breach of condition of bond


He	acknowledged	the
 breach	of
 bond	before	a
differently constituted Court
 of	Summary
 Jurisdiction	at
Alice Springs on 20 September. The Court was informed that the appellant had hitherto responded to his supervised probation. The learned Magistrate considered that the offence of 5 August was "slightly less serious" than the








offences committed in 1986, noted that any sentence to be imposed under s.6(3)(e) of the Conditional Release Act "must date from today" and proceeded to sentence, viz:-

"So four times since 1986 the defendant has committed these offences. There is a regularity, there is an inability to grasp the opportunities of leniency which have been proffered, and a disregard of any kind of responsibility once having signed that bond [of 26 February 1987]. I do not propose to do anything else but to impose that burden of the suspended sentence [of 30 October 1986], with some leniency from the point of view of the imposition of the non-parole period.

The defendant will not be released on 25 October 1988. [This was the date he was due for release following service of the 3 months sentence imposed on 29 August 1988.] He will be further imprisoned to serve the balance of his fourteen months [that is, the balance unserved of the 18 months sentence imposed on 30 October 1986] and I fix a non-parole period of six months, which must have been a period which might have been present in the sentencing magistrate's mind if he had looked at the history of the whole matter, so the sentence is that he serve fourteen months but to be considered for parole at the end of six months." (emphasis mine)





The appellant's submissions


Mr Brown	of	counsel	for	the appellant submitted that on 30 October 1986 the learned Magistrate had no	power
to fix a non-parole period since he had also made an order under s.5(1)(b) of the Conditional Release Act. I accept that submission. The effect of making an order under s.5(1)(b)  of  the  Conditional  Release  Act  was,  by  the

application of s.4(5) of the Parole of Prisoners Act, that there was no "term of imprisonment" in terms of s.4(1) of that Act in respect of which any non-parole period could be fixed; see R v Brusch (1986) 11 FCR 582 at p.589. So the order of 30 October 1986 fixing a 6-month non-parole period was a nullity.

Mr Brown submitted that its unfortunate present significance lies in this: that it is clear from the words underlined in the extract from  his  Warship's  judgment  of
20 September 1988, that he was influenced by the fact-that a period of 6 months had been chosen in October 1986, when fixing a -non-parole period of that length on 20 September. Mr Brown submitted that by focussing his attention on the length  of  the  (incorrectly)  fixed  non-parole  period of
30 October 1986, his Worship took no account, as he should have done, of the 4 months which the appellant had in fact served in 1986, when considering the length of the non-parole period he had decided to fix.

As Mr Brown pointed out, the appellant had served 4 months of the 18 months sentence imposed on 30 October 1986. The result of the judgment of 20 September 1988 is that he must now serve a further 6 months in prison before being eligible for consideration for parole. Mr Brown submitted that the result is that the appellant is in effect being required to serve a minimum of 10 months imprisonment for








the offences which he committed in 1986, He submitted that a period of 10 months is unacceptably close to the period of
12 months which the appellant would have actually served, (being 18 months less the usual remissions) had he not agreed in February 1987 to the conditions of his bond or sought to be paroled.

I consider that this analysis is correct. A question arises as to whether on 20 September the appellant was being sentenced for his failure to observe the good behaviour condition of his bond per se, or whether that failure was a condition precedent to his being sentenced in respect of the offences of 1986. In Ross v Seears (1988) 54 NTR 26 at p.33 I said:

"In considering the penalty for breach of the bond the appellant was to be dealt with only for the ... [offence which gave rise to the bond]; it is clear that no additional penalty was to be imposed because he had breached the terms of his bond ..."


That states the position in Queensland, for example, under s.29(4)(f) of the Offenders Probation and Parole Act 1980 (Q'ld); see Gills (1980) 22 A Crim R 115 at p.117. It is the usual approach in similar legislation elsewhere.

Although the language of the Conditional Release Act is by no means as clear in this respect as in the corresponding Acts in other States, I think the preferable








construction is one which accords with the approach in the other States, that is, as set out in Ross v Seears (supra). That is to say, on 20 September 1988 the appellant was being dealt with for the offences of 1986, pursuant to s.6(3)(e) of the Conditional Release Act.

Mr Brown further submitted that to impose the maximum sentence available (14 months) was manifestly excessive in the circumstances of the case, where the appellant had complied with his bond obligations for a little over 17 of the 24 months for which those obligations subsisted. Mr Brown relied on Ross v Seears (supra). In that case the appellant had_observed the conditions of his
bond for 10-of the 12 months it was in	force. said:-
 At	p.34	I


"I consider that the sentence of six months' imprisonment for the breach of bond is manifestly excessive, in that it fails to give sufficient weight to the mitigating fact that the appellant had observed the conditions of his bond for 10 of the 12 months for which it was to be in force.
Here the learned magistrate in his reference to the bond being breached 'within a few months' had undervalued the length of time (five-sixths of the total period) for which its conditions had been observed."


In this case the appellant has observed his obligations for a little over two-thirds of the period for which he was required to do so; he was of good behaviour for a longer period (17 months) than Ross (10 months), but the period of








the	respective	bonds	were	quite	different	(2 years	as against 12 months).

In relation to the learned Magistrate's remarks on sentence, Mr Brown submitted that the appellant had committed only one offence since 1986, and that this did not disclose a "regularity" in offending; and that to have successfully completed 17 months good behaviour out of the required 24 did not manifest "an inability to grasp the opportunities of leniency" or "a disregard of any kind of responsibility".

For the foregoing reasons, Mr Brown submitted that the sentence of 14 months·· imprisonment ·imposed on
20 September 1988 was manifestly excessive.





Conclusions


I	consider	that	in	imposing	a	sentence	on
20 September 1988 which was intended to take effect from that date, his Worship bore in mind that the appellant was then serving a sentence of 3 months in custody  imposed on
29 August, and was thus extending a measure of leniency by making part of the sentence he imposed concurrent.
,.,     •	•	I






I consider that on the question whether the sentence was manifestly excessive it is relevant to take into account his Worship's view that the offence of 5 August 1988 was a somewhat "less serious offence" than the offences of 1986, that the appellant had kept out of trouble for 17 of the 24 months required of him, and that his actual service of 4 months of his 1986 sentences should be taken notionally as 6 months in the light of the remissions he would have earned thereby. Taking account of these  matters I consider that this was a case where considerably less than the maximum of 14 months should have been imposed on the appellant, and that that sentence is manifestly excessive.

Accordingly, I uphold the appeal, quash the sentence of 14 months imprisonment imposed on 20 September 1988 and set aside the non-parole period of 6 months fixed on that day. In lieu thereof I sentence the appellant to 8 month's imprisonment; pursuant to s.6(3)(e) and s.5(1)(b) of the Conditional Release Act I direct that the appellant be released after he has served 2 months of that sentence, upon then entering into his own recognizance in the sum of $250, conditioned that he be of good behaviour for 12 months and during that period accept the supervision of the delegate of the Director of Department of Health and Community Services.




